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“But perhaps the most important lesson I learned is that there are no walls between humans and the elephants except those we put up ourselves, and that until we allow not only elephants, but all living creatures their place in the sun, we can never be whole ourselves.”

— Lawrence Anthony, The Elephant Whisperer: My Life with the Herd in the African Wild
Abstract:

The conflict between humans and elephants (HEC) in Sri Lanka is severe. Due to habitat fragmentation and resource reduction elephants increasingly roam in areas with human settlements. These human-elephant interactions often lead to losses on both sides, which should be prevented. The Department of Wildlife Conservation (DWC) holds all decision-making powers which enables them to implement solutions to HEC. Their power makes them an easy target for criticism, especially now because HEC is increasing and people want the DWC to be more proactive. Thus, current solution approaches are not as effective as they should be and the DWC is pictured as the ‘villain’. This paper aims to understand the reasons behind the DWC’s decision-making because it is crucial to analyze a problem from different perspectives in order to fully understand it. This analysis is theoretically grounded in a combination of a DPSIR-model and Foucault’s ideas about discourse. The first part of the analysis is based on a narrative literature review generating scientific knowledge. The second part is grounded in a content analysis using newspaper articles and government documents. This novel approach using different schools of thought enables the creation of new insights. Using this theoretical frame, I argue that the DWC’s work is influenced by global structures and discourses, by the diverse history of the country, and by political structures, power distribution and corruption. These influences partially prevent DWC employees from doing their job because of the many hidden pitfalls people usually do not consider. These invisible circumstances reveal that the DWC is more of a scapegoat instead of a villain. Thus, this paper finds that people working with the HEC need a more holistic view of the human-elephant conflict itself to be able to find sustainable solutions that can be implemented in Sri Lanka’s specific social and political setting.
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Preface

My growing passion for wildlife conservation and especially my interest in elephants are the main reason for this research. Elephants are fascinating, smart and social beings. After I finished my bachelor’s degree, I went to Namibia for 6 weeks where I worked in a wildlife research project. This is when I first made contact with the topic of human-wildlife conflicts. During this time I learned a lot about the African elephant because the projects veterinarian was an elephant lover herself. She conducted countless researches over the years and was more than willing to pass her knowledge on to me. After I started LUMES I wanted to learn more. That is the reason why I went to Sri Lanka last summer where I worked with the Sri Lanka Wildlife Conservation Society (SLWCS). One of their main objectives is to find sustainable solutions to the human-elephant conflict in the country. These two hands-on experiences provided me with a good knowledge base on this conflict which I now explored further in my Master thesis. I hope this thesis will contribute to better human-elephant mitigation strategies. Its target audience is the scientific community working on the human-elephant conflict on the one hand and decision takers including the Department of Wildlife Conservation and NGO’s working on solutions on the other hand.

Another reason I chose this research topic is based on my personal experience as well. During my time with the SLWCS, I got the impression that they and the public in general are not happy with the work of the Department of Wildlife Conservation. I did hear many stories, which declared them to be the villain in the community. Back then, I believed these stories. However, as a researcher, it is essential to stay as objective as possible, which is why this thesis critically investigates the validity of this public opinion.
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1 Introduction

Growing evidence shows that the functioning of the earth system is threatened profoundly by anthropogenic pressures (Steffen et al., 2015). According to Steffen et al. (2015) biosphere integrity (biodiversity loss) is one of the two most critical planetary boundaries responsible for keeping the earth’s system in balance (Rockström et al., 2009). Genetic diversity already exceeds its safe operating space by far as shown in Figure 1. Consequently, biodiversity loss bears a high risk to negatively affect the whole earth system (Steffen et al., 2015). Currently, scientists argue that the earth is facing its sixth mass extinction, the first one to be caused by human actions. A growing number of scholars argues moreover that increased biodiversity loss has negative impacts on ecosystem functioning and its ability to adapt to changes (Rockström et al., 2009). If biodiversity loss cannot be decreased, the Holocene, which is the era modern humanity has grown to what it is today might destabilize. This development could have significant adverse effects on human life (Steffen et al., 2015).

One well-known problem that threatens the survival of many species is the human-wildlife conflict (HWC). According to Nyhus (2016), human-wildlife conflicts are struggles between people and wildlife. These include actions that negatively affect each other. Often this problem formulation also includes the impression that wildlife is threatening people's well-being and economic situation. In this context,
the term wildlife generally refers to non-domesticated plants and animal species, even though sometimes domesticated animals are part of the conflict too (Nyhus, 2016). Many different animal species are part of the HWC dilemma. More than half of the world’s largest terrestrial herbivore species are threatened with extinction, the Asian elephant being one of them. HWC’s importance is increasing which is why it is in the focus of many conservation biologists’ research (Nyhus, 2016).

1.1 Importance of Sri Lankan elephant conservation

Before going into detail, the main goal of this paper is to contribute to elephant conservation in Sri Lanka. To enable better conservation of the species the human-elephant conflict needs to be mitigated. Therefore, it is significant to know why it is crucial to conserve the Asian elephants in Sri Lanka precisely. The HEC is a problem situated in a social-ecological system (SES). This SES is a coupled human-natural system, in which humans are seen as a part of nature instead of separated from it (Ostrom, 2009). Accordingly, two variables are essential: The ecological and social role. The Asian elephant in Sri Lanka is recognized as an ecological as well as cultural keystone species and thus its conservation is vital for the cultural life of local people as well as for other plant and animal species survival.

The discussion around 'keystone species' started in the late 1960s. Since then many ecologists discussed this term repeatedly. The original definition of what a keystone species is changed over time. A keystone species is an animal or plant species, which has a tremendous impact on the ecosystem it lives in one way or another (Garibaldi & Turner, 2004). Elephants have such impacts on the ecosystems they roam in Sri Lanka. Because of this keystone role elephant conservation is important for the maintenance of Sri Lankan ecosystems and consequently for the balance of the global environment and human lives (Schaffer et al., 2019).

Besides the idea about ecological keystone species, there are other reasons why it is crucial to conserve species, one being the concept of cultural keystone species. Culture plays a vital role everywhere and for every human being on earth. However, cultural keystone species vary in different places. A species is culturally highly important if it is part of people's narratives and discourses and therefore visible in their traditions, such as ceremonies, dances and songs. In general, it is easy to identify some of the main cultural keystone species, while for other not so well-known species more in-depth analysis is necessary (Garibaldi & Turner, 2004).
The cultural connection between the Asian elephant and Sri Lanka's people is ancient. Elephants have long been a part of Sri Lanka's history. Until today the elephant is a symbol of the country and one reason for tourists to visit Sri Lanka in the first place (Santiapillai et al., 2010). Many years ago, people started to domesticate elephants and use them for labor, war, religious and cultural activities. They are a significant religious symbol for Buddhists and Hindus and stand for power, intelligence, responsibility, fortuity and wealth. In old cities many drawings of elephants and humans can be found. Up until today some elephants are used for special religious parades. For example, the tooth of Buddha each year gets presented during festivities on an elephant's back (Fernando et al., 2011).

In conclusion, for Sri Lanka the Asian elephant seems to be essential for the people because of its cultural history and for the functioning of the local ecosystems. Both functions are vital for humanity to thrive in the Holocene.

1.2 Research gap and questions

The human-elephant conflict (HEC) seems to be especially severe in Sri Lanka. Statistics show that around 80 people and 200 elephants are killed each year and the numbers are rising ("Performance Report Department of Wildlife Conservation", 2017). The most well-known HEC problems include stories about crop raiding and house destroying, aggressive elephants, train and truck accidents, cruel poaching techniques that slowly kill elephants and lots of anxiety. Most literature seems to focus on analyzing existing and new HEC mitigation strategies while not many scholars seem to focus on who is responsible for combatting the HEC in Sri Lanka. As a scientist from a more social science related field I want to bring new perspectives into the problem discussion.

This paper focuses on political implications: because the Department of Wildlife Conservation (DWC) is the one agency holding all decision power when it comes to implementing solutions to HEC ("Performance Report Department of Wildlife Conservation", 2017). This power makes them a good target for criticism when HEC mitigation does not work. In the last years the number of deaths due to HEC increased and many people, agencies, businesses or NGO's want the DWC to get more proactive (Wijesinghe, 2018).

Current solution approaches might not be as effective as many people want them to be according to the numbers of people and animals dying every year, crop and property damage associated with the conflict, and the emotional cost of fear. I want to understand the reasons why the DWC chooses specific solution approaches over others because I think it is essential to understand the circumstances
they work in before claiming them to be the villain in HEC mitigation. People – researchers and scientists – working with the HEC may benefit from a different view of the problem itself to be able to find indeed solutions that can work or be able to overcome possibly existing hidden barriers so that sustainable solutions can be implemented.

With this as my aim my central research question is the following:

RQ - Why is the Department of Wildlife Conservation (DWC) managing the human-elephant conflict the way it currently is?

To be able to answer this central question two other questions need to be answered first:

RQ 1 – How has the human-elephant conflict in Sri Lanka been managed up to date?

RQ 2 - What are the results of the current human-elephant conflict management efforts in Sri Lanka?

1.3 Thesis structure

In the following chapter I will explain the two different schools of thought I am going to use as lenses for the analysis part of this thesis: systems thinking and Foucault’s ideas about discourse. The third chapter will explain my methodology and the fourth chapter is composed of an analysis of my collected data. Research questions RQ1 and RQ2 will be answered by the DPSIR-model and the overarching research question will be answered in the second part using the discourse approach. Lastly, the fifth chapter will be a combined discussion and conclusion section providing general findings, the importance of this study in the broader picture, its limitations and suggestions for further research.
2 Theory

To answer my research questions I chose theories from different schools of thought to generate the most comprehensive answers possible. Research question 1 and 2 will be answered in the first part of the analysis to create fundamental knowledge necessary to answer my overarching research question in the second part of the analysis.

For the first part of the analysis I decided to use a method from sustainability science, my field of study. An approach often used to view problems in sustainability science is the systems thinking lens. I chose the DPSIR-model to create a more holistic model of the HEC than other scientific papers generate. This knowledge will contribute to answer RQ1 and RQ2.

However, using only this approach does not generate an answer to my main research question. That is why I had to find an additional theory. I think one way to investigate reasons for the establishment of certain solution approaches by the DWC is to analyze them using Foucault's ideas about discourse. Using a discourse lens can help to set the HEC into a broader perspective.

I am very aware of the ontological tension the combination of these different lenses brings about, but I have good reasons to combine a structuralist with a post-structuralist approach. I am going to intertwine both approaches. The DPSIR-model will provide the information about all current solution approaches available to HEC mitigation in Sri Lanka. Foucault's ideas about discourse are going to join to analyze why certain solution approaches that are not effectively tackling HEC are still implemented. This novel way of analyzing the problem will create new ways of understanding and thus it will deliver new insights on how to sustainably combat HEC in the future. The following sections will provide a deeper theoretical understanding of the approaches used in this thesis.

2.1 Sustainability Science

The foundation for the first part of the analysis is sustainability science. From the beginning of this century up to now the field of sustainability science emerged from being a new field into an important discipline (Spangenberg, 2011). In 2001, Kates first stated that "a new field of sustainability science is emerging that seeks to understand the fundamental character of interactions between nature and society" (Kates et al., 2001).

For a long time, the scientific community has been separating natural from social science. These fields were perceived as too different from each other to have meaningful interaction. Due to this separation
a holistic problem-solving approach for sustainable problems was missing and the relationship between nature and society was not fully understood. Sustainability science is trying to close this gap (Jerneck et al., 2010). Thus, it investigates the impacts society has on the environment as well as the impacts of the environment on society. Problems analyzed by sustainability scientists are mostly problem-driven, which means that their goal is to find appropriate solutions to sustainability problems and to support decision making actively. To find these solutions, interdisciplinary and collective work across sectors is necessary as well as the collaboration between scientists and people working within the field (Clark & Dickson, 2003).

I want to show these connections in this thesis. The integration of different approaches from different fields is challenging. In choosing the two different lenses I try to contribute to sustainability science actively. Conducting sustainability science research requires fundamental and applied knowledge components and the urge to apply the newly generated knowledge onto societal action (Kates, 2011) as well as to create a bridge between society and science (Jerneck et al., 2010). The systems thinking approach is one way to create a bridge between different fields.

2.1.1 Thinking in systems

Systems thinking is one way to see the world. According to this approach everything can be seen through a systems lens. Smaller systems are embedded in larger systems. There is no limit in numbers and sizes of systems (Arnold & Wade, 2015). Researchers working with this approach need to set boundaries for the system they analyze. Systems are never static, in fact they are even evolutionary, and they can continuously change, adapt and respond to inevitable changes and occurring events (Meadows, 2008). Moreover, systems can organize and repair themselves because they seek to find a balance (Meadows, 2008). Analyzing systems - in this case to find solutions to a problem - can help to manage, adapt and understand the different solution approaches that are available (Arnold & Wade, 2015). The approach enables researchers to find the root causes of a problem rather than only its symptoms and thus can be helpful to perceive new opportunities. Systems thinking is all about the connection between structure and behavior of systems (Meadows, 2008). Once this connection is made it is easier to understand how one system is functioning. Moreover, every analyzed system is different. Changes that happen in one system can create an entirely different outcome if they happen in another system (Meadows, 2008).
It is crucial to think in systems and structure reality because some current solution approaches do not lead to the fancied outcome and sometimes even strengthen a problem (Meadows, 2008). There are different ways to create systems thinking models. I am using an approach that helps structure the different aspects of the HEC. Thus, I chose the DPSIR framework, which will be used in this thesis to structure the human-elephant conflict in Sri Lanka and therefore to understand why the conflict is getting worse.

2.1.2 DPSIR-model

The Driver-Pressure-State-Impact-Response (DPSIR) framework is a useful tool to study and investigate human-environmental systems (Burkhard & Müller, 2008). It can help to identify cause and effect relationships between the environment and human-induced actions in socio-economic settings. Hence, DPSIR-models are multidisciplinary systematic approaches (Song & Frostell, 2012). Figure 2 shows its five different components and the possible relations between them. Its underlying thought is that all actions foster reactions, which means a specific pressure on a system automatically leads to a specific response. Moreover, this framework combines economic, social and natural system information to enable a detailed sustainability analysis of a problem and its current solution approaches (Ness, Anderberg & Olsson, 2010).

![DPSIR-model](image-url)

**Figure 2.** The DPSIR-model showing the possible relations between its five different components. (Own illustration based on Burkhard & Müller, 2008)
Criticism includes that the DPSIR frameworks analysis in some cases can be too broad and in other cases too detailed (Burkhard & Müller, 2008). Moreover, some researchers think it is a very static, linear and mechanic approach (Ness, Anderberg & Olsson, 2010).

Each part of the DPSIR generates essential information. Drivers or driving forces are external forces, which are responsible for a system’s behavior (Ness, Anderberg & Olsson, 2010). They can be anthropogenic or natural, even though most of them are human-induced. A distinction between direct and indirect drivers is desirable. Direct ones impact the system itself, while indirect ones can change the settings of one or several drivers of a system. Direct drivers for example are often related to basic human needs like being healthy and having social relationships with others and moreover being free, educated as well as the need for particular goods and services. On the other hand, indirect drivers often are related to developments of different kinds, economic and social settings, the environment and political circumstances (Burkhard & Müller, 2008).

According to the driving forces that underly a system resulting pressures can be identified. These pressures can be good or bad for a system, but usually they have a negative influence on them (Ness, Anderberg & Olsson, 2010). They are the first attempt to understand the results of different, but mostly anthropogenic actions (Burkhard & Müller, 2008).

Described pressures show an impact on the state of the environment in a system. The state variables analyses how the pressures change or impact the environment (Ness, Anderberg & Olsson, 2010). Systems often need time to react to specific changes, which means that visible changes often were caused by previous occurring pressures (Burkhard & Müller, 2008).

The state of the environment influences human life (Ness, Anderberg & Olsson, 2010). A balanced and functioning environment is vital for human well-being, health, as well as for economic conditions. The impact variable is highly essential because it directly shows how human lives are connected to the environment. This connection makes it highly important for environmental management (Burkhard & Müller, 2008).

The last variable of the DPSIR are the responses. These show how humans behave after a problem becomes visible. Responses are therefore implemented solution approaches to counteract the problems of the different phases in the DPSIR (Ness, Anderberg & Olsson, 2010). Responses can be focused on all prior phases and can be adaptive or mitigative. The best responses are the ones tackling drivers and pressures because they can change the state of the environment, which then improves the following stages as well (Burkhard & Müller, 2008).
2.2 Foucault and discourse

For the second section of the analysis, and to answer the main research question, the discourse lens is used. The theories main idea is that language has an active part in creating different realities, which are called 'discourses' (Williams, 2014). Foucault focuses on rules of the production of knowledge through language and how these shape actions and human life. Words, written or spoken have the power to influence the world, especially when they are repeatedly used and when rules and structures help maintain them (Waitt, 2005).

Analyzing discourses using Foucault can be very flexible. Some scholars claim to do a discourse analysis using Foucault's ideas to explain power relations in broad ways, while others base their whole texts on Foucault's words (Graham, 2005). Nothing is absolute (Graham, 2005). The way a discourse gets analyzed always depends on many different factors, such as used theory and ethical standpoints (Wetherall, 2001).

Even though Foucauldian discourse analysis is criticized a lot in the scientific community it also can make the invisible strings that guide humanity visible (Graham, 2005). Discourses are a constructed 'truth' made by people. This truth may differ from place to place or from person to person (Foucault, 1972). Discourses therefore shape definitions and meanings of words, as well as establish right and wrong behavior (Foucault, 1972). According to Foucault (1972), discourses are everywhere and everything that has meaning is embedded in discourse. They have the power to construct what is normal and what is not. However, they are not static but change over time (Waitt, 2005).

Different people perceive different discourses to be true. What discourse is seen to be true can differ from person to person, which always makes one discourse dominating over the others. It is essential to keep in mind that the dominant discourse often changes over time (Waitt, 2005). Moreover, it is especially important to consider the historical and social contexts in which a discourse was able to rise (Foucault, 1980).

I chose to use Foucault's discourse approach in this paper because he was the founder of discursive thinking in science and his ideas are the foundation for all further research in discourse analysis. As I am not exactly doing a discourse analysis itself, I decided to draw from Foucault’s original ideas about discourse, instead of using one of the newer very structured approaches. I will include Foucault’s discourse approach into the responses section of the DPSIR to show and explain the reasons behind the structure of the current HEC management. These reasons are not visible and most of the public probably does not even know they are existing, which is why the DWC is perceived to be the villain in
HEC mitigation work by the majority of people. I do not conduct a discourse analysis due to two reasons. First, in this part of the analysis I make use of knowledge from already explained discourses such as the global discourse about biodiversity conservation. This discourse explains how the DWC is bound to global structures and why it perceives a special solution approach to be right. Second, I will back up my claim that the DWC is a scapegoat through the telling of specific stories about political patterns and corruption to add validity to my claim. These stories are not discourses themselves but part of the language used to help to establish the idea that the DWC is not the villain here. Thus, I might conclude that the current dominant ‘villain’ discourse is not absolute and that there are other ways to describe and understand the current HEC situation in Sri Lanka.
3 Methodology

To answer the research questions, I used a narrative literature review to collect enough data to create the DPSIR-model, and a content analysis using media and policy documents. These methods are enabling me to answer my overarching research question, by combining the use of different data.

3.1 Narrative literature review

Literature reviews are especially helpful to understand and summarize a specific topic, thus enabling the researcher to find remaining topics or gaps that still need to be explored (Paré, Trudel, Jaana, & Kitsiou, 2015). Narrative reviews are qualitative rather than quantitative. They aim to sum up what has been written about a specific topic and are not supposed to generalize outcomes (Green et al., 2006).

One drawback of this literature review is that researchers can refuse to include specific ideas to make their points more valid, which is relatively unsystematic. However, such an analysis makes it possible to focus on specific topics and synthesize knowledge available (Green et al., 2006). Thus, narrative reviews enable the researcher to create a flow in the narrative that is being told and to focus on the essential data.

The narrative literature review is needed to construct the DPSIR-model for the first part of my analysis. Some generated knowledge like information about the global biodiversity discourse will also be used in the second part of the analysis to create a complete DPSIR scientific knowledge from different topics and themes need to be acquired. The necessity of diverse knowledge was the main reason for me to use this literature review style. First, I searched for specific scientific literature about the human-elephant conflict in Sri Lanka. Secondly, I sketched out a first draft of the DPSIR to know what kind of scientific knowledge is required and still missing.

I conducted small literature searches for each of the five stages of the DPSIR-model. In particular I searched for data about the HEC, the history of Sri Lanka, the Asian elephant and its behavior, global structures related to HEC in Sri Lanka and information about the political system. To collect the data, I used Google Scholar as well as LUBsearch. LUBsearch is a literature searching tool offered by Lund Universities libraries, which allows access to the library catalog, books and scientific articles. All papers that contained information about the above-stated topics are cited in this thesis. In total four papers were used for the drivers section, ten papers for the pressures section, nine papers for the state of the environment section, four papers for the impacts section and three papers for the responses section.
The papers written by Shaffer et al. (2019) and Fernando et al. (2011) were used extensively in the state, impacts and responses sections.

3.2 Content analysis

A literature review alone is not enough to find answers to the central question of this thesis. I decided to additionally use the content analysis method to generate the missing knowledge needed for the second part of my analysis. In this part Foucault's ideas about discourse are used to dismantle the villain discourse in HEC mitigation in Sri Lanka. For this theoretical approach informal and emotionally rich data is needed. This data can be provided by the content analysis approach focusing on the analysis of newspaper and related policy reports.

The content analysis aims to explore "who says what through which channel to whom with what effect", which makes communication its key aspect. (Lasswell, 1948). A content analysis thus intends to understand the meanings behind data of a particular topic (Krippendorf, 1989). The data used can vary a lot, but mostly written documents get analyzed. According to their epistemology and ontology content analysis and discourse analysis are very similar. Even though some scholars do not agree on this point, others argue that content analysis can be an excellent tool for analyzing discourses, which is why I chose it (Green Saraisky, 2015).

I started this analysis by reading an official government document about the National Policy on Conservation and Management of wild elephants in Sri Lanka (2019) and two performance reports of the Department of Wildlife Conservation (2016 & 2017) for a basis of understanding about the work of the DWC. From there I started to search for online, English language, Sri Lankan and international newspaper articles about the DWCs work and opinions about HEC mitigation in general. General opinion pieces could be included about HEC mitigation because the DWC is seen to be mainly responsible for HEC mitigation in Sri Lanka ("Performance Report", 2017) and thus, many negative opinions about HEC work can be related with the DWC’s work. I sorted different materials according to the story they told and grouped the themes of the second part of the analysis accordingly. To back up some of the stories I wanted to tell I needed some scientific backed up information as well, as already mentioned in the literature review part.

In conclusion, I am using these two methods because I wanted both, objective knowledge as well as subjective knowledge. The first method to build and back up my case to answer RQ1 and RQ2 in the
DPSIR part and the second to dismantle the villain idea and thus to answer my main question after evaluating the content analysis data using Foucault's discourse ideas.
4 Findings and Analysis

The first part of this section, using the systems thinking lens, will give a detailed answer to RQ1 and RQ2. This answer will be the foundation for finding answers to the overarching RQ in the second part of the analysis.

4.1 Applied DPSIR-model

Here, I apply the information gathered through the narrative literature review to create a holistic DPSIR-model about the HEC in Sri Lanka. The DPSIR-model will show how the HEC has been managed until now as well as the results of this management. Hence, this first part will answer RQ1 and RQ2.

Figure 3 generates an overview of the findings and their relations to each other, which will be explained in the following sections.
4.1.1 Drivers

I decided to keep this section broad to make people aware that we all are influenced by global structures, even though they are invisible to most of us. This way of understanding a problem will be especially important in the second part of the analysis.

In current days people continuously strive for more: more money, more goods, whatever as long as it becomes more. There seems to be no sense of satisfaction (Migone, 2007). One reason for this development is the human demand for goods and services. However, there is an overshoot of these demands in the predominant global capitalist system. The accumulation of more capital is a vital goal, which made humans become consumers. These consumers are embedded in the market, which brings together people or actors who wish to sell certain goods and those who are interested in buying them (Migone, 2007). Consumerism is the fuel of modern capitalism. To be able to reproduce itself, capitalism relies on a growing large-scale production as well as large-scale consumption. Thus, in the current set up of capitalism it is a system that is dependent on growth (Migone, 2007). This economic growth can be measured through for example GNP per capita and effectiveness of the use of labor forces and thus does not include any social development like the term development does (Sklair, 1994). However, these trends led to too high resource consumption patterns, which creates different problems worldwide.

At some point the development into the capitalist system led to globalization. One reason for the world to grow together was the belief that some new problems are too big to be tackled only on the nation-state level alone (Sklair, 1994). Moreover, globalization happened because transportation costs, as well as costs for communication over long distances, dropped immensely. This drop was possible because the capitalist system enabled a flow of goods, services, capital and knowledge across borders and cultures in the first place. Today, we live in a globalized world and we have to make the best out of this development (Davis, 2018). In Sri Lanka impacts of globalization are particularly visible in the agricultural sector. Before the economy was liberalized in the 1970s small-scale agriculture and cooperation between farmers was typical. However, with globalization the sector commercialized rapidly and marketing became a key component (Woroniecki, 2019).

Specifically, this means that capitalism and economic growth are direct drivers of the HEC in Sri Lanka. These direct drivers are moreover the underlying reason for the establishment of extensive global consumerism as well as the motor for globalization. The influences these developments had on Sri Lanka will become more apparent in the next section.
4.1.2 Pressures

Sri Lanka is a country with a diverse history consisting of colonialization and war. These past events shaped the pressures that led to the conflict between humans and elephants today. One resulting main pressure is the land use change.

In 1815, the British army defeated the Kandyan Kingdom of Sri Lanka and ruled over it until 1948, when it became independent (Hewa, 1994). Sri Lanka has a size of 6.55 million ha land of which only an area of 3 million ha is arable land whereas the rest is unsuitable for agricultural production due to it being protected areas or simply water areas like lakes and rivers. In the year 1870 the population was about 2.7 million people, which means that each person could have had the possibility of using 2.7 ha of land. Sri Lanka’s population since then is continually growing, which means that in the 2000s each person, assuming the land would be divided equitably, could use 0.15 ha of land. This number is still decreasing every year (Mapa et al., 2002). This decrease is not the only visible change. At the beginning of the 20th century 90 percent of the island was covered with forests, whereas 100 years later only 20 percent of the forest remained. Sri Lanka's forest cover is below the global average of 30 percent, but still a bit above the average forest cover in South East Asia (Mapa et al., 2002).

The so-called "Crown Lands Encroachment Ordinate" of 1840, which was implemented by Sri Lanka’s colonial leader the British government, stated that all land not currently used for agriculture belongs to them from now on. As a result of this ordinate the Brits started to grow coffee, tea, rubber and coconuts (Mapa et al., 2002). Due to the resulting landlessness, the area used for agriculture grew due to encroachment after the ordinate in 1840 and due to illegal encroaching activities until today. This ordinate was important because until today over 80 percent of the land belongs to the Sri Lankan government (Mapa et al., 2002). This development gives much power, but also responsibility, to the government. In countries that were not colonialized it is usually the other way around. In Thailand for example, 80 percent of the land is privately owned and the government manages only 20 percent (Mapa et al., 2002).

These land use changes resulting from colonial times have significant impacts on conservation decision making in general and influence elephants directly. Much land they roamed on in the past was taken away from them. Thus, the elephants were forced to adapt to the new situation.

Agriculture plays an important role in the country, but the Sri Lankan civil war considerably changed the landscape again. The Sri Lankan civil war started because of ethnic conflicts between the government and the Liberation of Tigers of Tamil Eelam (LTTE) rooting back to the '70s but became a
real military war in 1983. The conflicts are often depicted as a crisis about the identity and legitimacy of the state. Thus, ethnic conflicts and the weak state are connected (Walton, 2008).

During the civil war approximately 70,000 people lost their lives and the loss of billions of dollars destroyed Sri Lanka’s economy. The huge mistrust between ethnic groups from the civil war can be seen as one of the main reasons why it was such a long war. Before the civil war Sri Lanka seemingly had high chances to become a liberal democracy like many other modern states, but instead it became an ethnocracy (Devotta, 2005). Sri Lanka is a post-war country, where every citizen knows how war feels like and what it means. To achieve normalcy the government created a post-conflict strategy where normalcy in conflict areas could be brought back by building new infrastructures to fix those that were broken over the last decades and the war. Many new roads, electricity, but also hospitals and school were built. As a result, post-war investments and new arising local and international tourism started to grow. Demilitarization was of course another big goal. After the war around 100,000 people worked for the military, but just three years later in 2012 the number was reduced to 15,000. It is evident that the government's main post-war goal was development ("People's Report", 2012). It takes time for a country to evolve from a fractured civil society to a vibrant united one, but without a solid foundation transparency and democracy are not possible. Before the war ended the government appeared to only care for upholding their power. On the contrary, associations formed by the civil society sought to enhance engagement and collaboration (Devotta, 2005). However, all these new developments led to even higher pressure on the elephants, because their home ranges became and are still getting more and more fragmented.

One consequence of global development that puts a lot of pressure on elephant habitats in Sri Lanka is climate change (Woroniecki, 2019). In Sri Lanka climate change contributes to the degradation of forested catchments which in turn drives elephants towards villages and their surrounding farmlands (Woroniecki, 2019).

As already mentioned, another significant influencing factor for the extension of agricultural use and development is the growing population of the country which fosters the need for urban development, more housing and infrastructure for people in general (Mapa et al., 2002). At the beginning of the 21st century this change led to the use of one-third of land for agriculture, one-third for conservation in the form of protected areas and the last third consists of urban areas, infrastructure and related businesses (Mapa et al., 2002). Fifty years ago, Sri Lanka had a total population of approximately 12 million people, whereas today over 21 million people inhabit the country. This population growth means that in over 50 years its population doubled. This is putting immense pressure on land use in general (Ambirajan, 1976).
This development is visible in Figure 4 (The World Bank, 2019). This change is enormous, even though the population growth rate of the country was going down over the same period. In 1968 the rate was around 2.4% and went down to approximately 1.1 in 2017. The total population would only grow slowly in the coming years, but it is still growing as shown in Figure 5 (Knoema, 2019). Another factor why the population is growing is a demographic change. In 1960 the life expectancy was around 60 years. Today people approximately live 15 years longer. This longevity is one reason why the total population still grows today (The World Bank, 2019).

![Figure 4. Total population of Sri Lanka from 1969 to 2015 (Own illustration based on the World Bank, 2019)](image)

![Figure 5. Population growth of Sri Lanka in % from 1960 to 2015 (Own illustration based on Knoema, 2019)](image)
Due to the long-lasting conflict, elephants get used to humans and their behavior and become less afraid and often more violent when raiding crops. HEC will intensify in the coming years due to the immense post-war development, which makes it highly important to find sustainable solutions. New infrastructure, as well as an increase in new farmland used by international organizations for agriculture, are highly problematic (Fernando et al., 2011).

### 4.1.3 State of the environment

The drivers and pressures cause severe elephant habitat fragmentation in Sri Lanka. This fragmentation fosters HEC and negatively influences the elephant population (Fernando et al., 2011).

**Species: The Asian Elephant**

The Asian elephant called ‘Elephas Maximus’ was originally found not only on the Asian and African continents but on the European and American ones as well (Schaffer et al., 2019). However, since 2008 the species is listed by the International Union for Conservation of Nature (IUCN) as endangered with numbers decreasing (Choudhury et al., 2008). Thus, today Asian elephants only inhabit 20% of their original range in 13 countries (Fernando, 2015). Their population ranges approximately around 41,000 to 52,000 individuals in 13 Asian countries (Schaffer et al., 2019).

Elephants are mega-herbivores and need to eat approximately 10% of their body weight every day, which is substantial when keeping in mind that one adult elephant weights between 1000 and 5000kg (Fernando, 2015). Because of the immense amount of foliage they have to consume to survive they consume around 60 plant species that grow in Sri Lanka (Santiapillai et al., 2010). Consequently, they require around 150kg of food and 190l of water each day. Elephants usually are found in family herds consisting of about 5 to 20 individuals (Schaffer et al., 2019). These herds consist of adult females and young elephants. When males are old enough they have to leave the herd. The research focused on Sri Lanka found out that Asian elephants on the island usually have home ranges of 50 to 400km² (Fernando, 2015). They usually prefer to roam in grassy habitats but are a so-called edge species, which means that they mostly range close to forests (Fernando, 2015). Thus, elephants are browsers, as well as grazers, which enables them to alternate between feeding on trees and grasses.

Sri Lanka covers about 1-2% of the overall Asian elephant range area, which is not a lot. However, this small island inhabits 10-20% of the total Asian elephant population. Ecologically speaking Sri Lanka is
an important place also due to the genetic variation of elephants. According to the Department of Wildlife Conservation (DWC), in 2001 5,879 elephants inhabited the island (Fernando et al., 2011). A total of 70 % of them are living outside protected areas (Santiapillai et al., 2010).

**Area: Sri Lanka**

Being a tropical island Sri Lanka has been rewarded by nature with rich biodiversity. This diversity is understood globally. Various types of ecosystems harbor a large number of species across various categories. When it comes to biodiversity Sri Lanka is considered to be the richest per unit area in the Asian region concerning mammals, reptiles, amphibians, fish and flowering plants ("People's Report", 2012). It has many different ecosystems due to the geo-climatic variation and anthropogenic features of the country. These include forests and related systems, inland wetlands, coastal and marine ecosystems and agricultural ecosystems ("People's Report", 2012).

Geographically the 65,000km² country can be separated into different zones: a wet zone and a dry zone. Precipitation is high all year in the wet zone, whereas it only periodically rains in the dry zone (Fernando et al., 2011). In the center of Sri Lanka mountains up to 2,500m can be found. Its vegetation is as diverse as its elevation. The dry zone is full of evergreen forest, while the wet zone consists of rainforest and the mountain areas contain montane forests. Before humans entered the island, elephants inhabited every corner of it. Due to humans the environment changed and elephants have been impacted by human activities ever since.

**Historical implications**

The historical elephant population was estimated to be around 12,000 to 20,000 individuals inhabiting 90% of the island (Fernando, 1999). With the rise and fall of kingdoms in Sri Lanka the elephant population decreased (Fernando, 2011). The most noticeable change occurred with colonialization (1505 to 1948). During this time many elephants mainly in the wet zone were shot to protect new developments, especially those of tea, coconut or coffee farms (Fernando et al., 2011). Historical data shows that the population decreased to approximately 8000 individuals roaming in only 2/3 of the island during these times (Fernando, 1999). Up until today Sri Lanka is a country with many agricultural areas and 75% of the countries working population is dependent on the agricultural sector. Fields currently cover 250,300ha and growing. However, because of the growing population the field sizes per person declined (Santiapillai et al., 2010).
Sri Lanka is a post-war country. Changing the landscape from conflict-rich to normalcy takes time and many changes. In situations under pressure people’s ability to engage in livelihoods becomes reduced, which then results in a breakdown of law and governance structures within a country and creates a violent atmosphere among the population ("People's Report", 2012). The government created a post-conflict strategy where normalcy in conflict areas could be returned through the building of new infrastructure that was broken during the last decades and the war ("Peoples Report", 2012). Many new roads, electricity, but also hospitals and schools have been built. Also, post-war investments and new arising local and international tourism started to grow. Not only humans but also the environment suffered during these years and the next development boom did not make it easier for it (People's Report, 2012). Re-democratizing a post-war country is not an easy task. Changing legislative procedures and policies are steps that can be taken. What is hindering a great working democracy is the old ‘war’ mindset of people who hold power working for the government, which is why the country is currently trying to move to a ‘clean development mindset’ ("Peoples Report", 2012).

**Effects on elephant population**

The effects of the HEC on the elephant population are severe. Statistics from the post-independence period in the 1960s and 1970s show that during these years an average of 60 elephants died. More explicit, between 1951 and 1969 1,163 elephants died (Santiapillai, 1994). Since then HEC has intensified due to the pressures stated before. To compare numbers, in only 1/3 of the time between 2012 and 2017 1,377 elephants died, which means that death numbers tripled. Thus, currently an average of 230 elephants die each year ("Performance Report Department of Wildlife Conservation", 2016 &2017).
Table 1 shows the different causes of death elephants have to face in Sri Lanka. In 2017 most died because of ‘Hakka Patas’ (Performance Report Department of Wildlife Conservation, 2017). Hakka Patas are small explosive items made with gun powder, lead and iron. Farmers often hide them in vegetable elephants love. When they eat these, the Hakka Patas explode, resulting in severe mouth damage and infections. These injuries are a death sentence because of infections or because elephants lose their ability to eat and drink properly and therefore starve to death (Gunawardana, 2016).

Moreover, farmer sometimes also insert poison in palatable crops to kill them. However, 50 elephants died because of gunshot wounds in 2017 (“Performance Report Department of Wildlife Conservation”, 2017). Other known causes of death are electrocution, collisions with trucks and trains, or natural reasons (Santiapillai et al., 2010).

### 4.1.4 Impacts

Consequences of the HEC on human lives are not to be underestimated. In fact, between 2009 and 2017 yearly approximately 60 men, 10 women and 1 child were killed by elephants (“Performance Report Department of Wildlife Conservation”, 2017). Peoples fear these encounters, and their
consequences are the main reasons they attack elephants in the first place (Fernando et al., 2011). They suffer from direct, as well as indirect costs. Direct costs are damages, like crop and property damage in many cases, as well as death or injury. Thus, crop raiding is still referred to as the main HEC reason (Fernando et al., 2011). Estimations have shown that farmers in HEC areas in Sri Lanka lose about 200 USD per year because of crop raiding elephants (Fernando et al., 2011), which is why elephants are called ‘agricultural pests’ (Bandara & Tisdell, 2002). Farmers are afraid to lose their livelihoods. According to Bandara & Tisdell (2002) farmers in elephant prone areas would be happy to remove elephants from their environment if they could. As the high number of deaths show, mostly men happen to be part of encounters, because they are taking care of the crops. Encounters in rural areas often happen at night and farmers are at risk when they walk, ride bikes or motorbikes in elephant prone areas. Especially drunk people are at risk because studies have shown that drunk men are less careful when they come across elephants (Fernando et al., 2011). On another note the impacts of road and train accidents caused by elephants can also lead to severe human injuries or deaths ("Performance Report Department of Wildlife Conservation", 2017).

Next to these obvious costs people suffer from indirect ones, too. They are afraid to find themselves in a situation where they might meet elephants. Instead families might stay at home and forbid their children to go to school (Fernando et al., 2011). Sometimes even their homes are not safe, because people’s health is at risk when elephants attack houses. Moreover, sleep deprivation is common because farmers often feel the need to protect their crops during the night and do not sleep as a consequence. Also, being outside all day and night and not having access to clean sanitation facilities exposes them to infectious diseases. According to Sri Lankan law the killing of elephants is illegal and fees must be paid if people do not obey. (Fernando et al., 2011). This law creates a conflict for rural farmers because to maintain their economic status they need to protect their fields, but on the other hand they do not have the money they would need in case they killed an elephant in an encounter. These different factors show that people constantly are exposed to threats and therefore feel anxious and stressed. Thus, they also have to pay psychological costs in the form of their wellbeing (Shaffer et al., 2019).
4.1.5 Responses

The impacts of the human-elephant conflict are pressing on both sides. Implementing reasonable working solutions to such a problem is key to combating it. Table 2 shows that current responses can be categorized in conflict prevention strategies and conflict mitigation strategies.

Table 2. Responses to HEC in Sri Lanka (Own illustration based on Shaffer et al., 2019 & Fernando et al., 2011)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Conflict Prevention Strategies</th>
<th>Conflict Mitigation Strategies</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Protected areas and ecological corridors, electric fences and trenches</td>
<td>• Domestication</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Acoustic deterrents</td>
<td>• Culling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Light-based deterrents</td>
<td>• Translocation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Agriculture based deterrents</td>
<td>• Compensation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Early detection and warning</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Education</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Conflict prevention strategies**

Current HEC solution strategies are plenty and diverse. The primary conflict prevention strategy is an exclusion. This solution approach has been used for many years and is still used today. Its goal is to create protected areas so that elephants can roam in these and not come into contact with people (Fernando et al. 2011). Today many scientists argue that fencing along ecological corridors is a better solution to prevent conflict situations. However, the remaining problem is development. New development projects are often not in line with conservation efforts which make it harder to implement fences around ecological boundaries.

Moreover, electric fences are costly and not easy to maintain. Often elephants break through them to enter the habitats they are used to roam in. Fences also prevent animals from having access to food sources and are additionally decreasing gene availability (Fernando et al., 2011).
In conflict situations farmers usually use their voices, firecrackers or making noises with, e.g. metal objects to scare elephants away from their crops. Furthermore, firecrackers are handed out for free by the DWC (Fernando et al., 2011). The implementation of better electric warning systems is costly (Fernando et al., 2011).

Another technique is to build tree huts. When sitting in these huts farmers can see when elephants are approaching and therefore can prepare to chase them away (Shaffer et al., 2019). Additionally, there are light-based deterrents, which are similar to the described acoustic methods. However, buying spotlights or flashlights costs money and farmers often cannot afford it. Thus, they light a fire to keep elephants away (Shaffer et al., 2019). However, research has shown that after elephants get used to it this method often loses its effectiveness. The most straightforward warning detection are farmers themselves. In neighboring areas, they inform each other in person or over the phone about approaching elephants (Shaffer et al., 2019).

Different agriculture-based deterrents are currently under research in the scientific community. The idea is to change the farmers' crops to non-palatable ones like chili, lemon trees, mint, ginger and others or to use these plants to create biological fences around their actual farmland (Shaffer et al., 2019). The effectiveness of most of these has not been tested extensively and is questionable because of its novelty (Shaffer et al., 2019). For example, in a project of the Sri Lanka Wildlife Conservation Society they use orange trees as elephant deterrents, but the results will only be available in a few years when the trees are big enough (SLWCS, 2019). Planting new crops or trees can be very costly for the farmers, but after some time these could be economically beneficial (Shaffer et al., 2019).

Most of all, HEC education and raising awareness is crucial in combating the conflict. NGO's and the DWC have awareness programs in schools or villages that are situated in HEC areas and already the National Policy from 2006 included the importance of a paradigm shift in people's minds (Fernando et al., 2011).

**Conflict mitigation strategies**

After an encounter between elephants and humans happens and crops are raided or houses destroyed, people want the government to act. In this situation other approaches are necessary. These mitigation strategies are especially important for people (Shaffer et al., 2019).

Even though critiqued heavily by animal rights activists, elephant domestication is one of the oldest mitigation strategies in Sri Lanka. More domesticated elephants mean less wild elephants and
therefore decrease the HEC. In Asia domesticated elephants are used to serve in temples, for festivities or to transport people (Shaffer et al., 2019). Captive elephants have a long tradition in Sri Lanka. Today it is forbidden to take elephants out of the wild without permission (Fernando et al., 2011). In 2011 about 112 elephants lived in captivity mainly in temples, zoos or one of the DWC's rehabilitation centers like the Pinnawela Elephant Orphanage or the Elephant Transit Home at Udawalawe (Fernando et al., 2011). However, this number is declining. It is questionable if these centers are good for elephant welfare, but some people still argue that it should be legal to catch wild elephants because the numbers are shrinking and they do not want to lose their cultural heritage. (Fernando et al., 2011).

In addition, culling elephants in Sri Lanka is illegal by law and therefore not seen to be a suitable solution (Fernando et al., 2011). However, sometimes especially aggressive bull elephants with extensive home ranges and crop raiding behavior are shot illegally (Fernando et al., 2011).

Another strategy that is used a lot is elephant drives. Problematic elephants are shoed to protected areas and national parks where they are supposed to stay (Shaffer et al., 2019). These drives can be very costly, can take much time and are inefficient. HEC could even get worse and fenced in elephants sometimes suffer higher mortality rates (Fernando, 2011). Another strategy where males in particular are captured is elephant translocations. During translocation, the elephant is narcoticized and driven to a national park on big trucks. To translocate one elephant costs about 2500 USD. Depending on the number of animals this strategy can get quite expensive as well. Around 6% of the animals die during the translocation and in general this strategy has proven to have the ability to reinforce HEC as well (Fernando, 2011). Studies have shown that often elephant bulls break out of protected areas and therefore increase HEC even more (Shaffer et al., 2019).

The last strategy, one that is immensely important for affected people, is compensation. Compensation as a market-based strategy is vital to increase people’s acceptance of wild elephants. As long as they get compensated for their losses it is easier to accept to have these animals around (Shaffer et al., 2019). The government offers compensation for different damages. For example, when a family member dies in an elephant encounter the DWC pays them approximately 900 USD. Compensation or insurances in general for crop losses are not highly effective so far (Fernando et al., 2019). It is not easy to apply and get the money from the government and even if it worked well this strategy only deals with the symptoms instead of the actual problem (Shaffer et al., 2019). This phenomenon will be further discussed in the next evaluation section.
Effectiveness of solution approaches

All these solution approaches are essential, but it is significant to point out that in general they are short term ones that sometimes only move the conflict from one to the next area. Such solutions are not sufficient for elephant conservation and HEC mitigation. The HEC is a complex problem which is why it need complex and diverse solution approaches. Natural and social science should both be included in an interdisciplinary approach to find the best solutions for both: elephants and people. (Shaffer et al., 2019)

One crucial step of the DPSIR-model, which enables to find out the quality of the responses, is to link them back to the part of the DPSIR they tackle. Most useful are responses that tackle the drivers or pressures, because they can challenge the root cause of a problem and thus eliminate it (Burkhard & Müller, 2008). Such links cannot be made in this model. Even though it is unrealistic to change drivers, because they are mostly very broad, it could be possible to find approaches to tackle the pressures.

In this case all responses tackle the impacts. Such responses can diminish the results of the much bigger HEC problem, but its root cause stays intact. This remaining root cause is one reason why HEC mitigation is not decreasing the yearly death rates of elephants and humans in Sri Lanka. Only one solution approach might be able to change the state of the environment: fences along ecological boundaries. These fences maintain the elephant’s natural habitat in which they roam and thus help them live away from humans. On the other hand, any other way of implementing fences is not improving the state of the environment, because they usually increase habitat fragmentation (Fernando et al., 2011).

The result of the DPSIR is evident: The solution approaches currently in use are not the most effective ones to combat HEC. This information provided by the DPSIR-model leads to the point where I want to answer my central research question (RQ). To do so another approach is needed that builds on the information generated by the DPSIR. The next section will use the discourse lens to find out why the human-elephant conflict in Sri Lanka is currently managed the way it is?

4.2 Villain or Scapegoat: The Department of Wildlife Conservation

In the previous sections I focused on the implications and results of the human-elephant conflict to generate a mutual understanding of the conflict. The drivers and pressures analyzed in the DPSIR have shown how unexpected and broad reasons for the development of HEC are However, in this part of
the analysis I will dive deeper into the response section of the DPSIR and analyze it from a different view. Here, the DPSIR approach does not give a deep enough understanding of why these mitigation and prevention responses are the ones implemented. Thus, it requires a different lens to find out.

In Sri Lanka over ¾ of land belongs to and is managed by the government (Mapa et al., 2002). The Department of Wildlife Conservation (DWC) is the one central government authority working for the protection of Sri Lanka’s flora and fauna over all land and sea areas. Moreover, the DWC holds all the power to manage the existing protected areas and national parks as well as to establish new ones ("Performance Report Department of Wildlife Conservation", 2017). The DWC thus holds all the legal power in dealing with Sri Lankan wildlife as well. When it comes to HEC mitigation it can take all decisions alone and use its resources the way it wants to (Wijesinghe, 2018). This power makes it is responsible for the implemented strategies shown in the response section of the DPSIR. The DPSIR shows that the implemented responses are not tackling the root causes of HEC and are not reducing it in general. As a result, the public opinion about the DWC in Sri Lanka got worse over the last years, as stated in the Performance report of the Auditor General. People claim the DWC is not doing its job well enough because otherwise the number of deaths related to the HEC would decrease, but instead they are increasing (Wijesinghe, 2018). In the dominant discourse people perceive the DWC to be a villain. I question if this is true or if the agency is being treated as a scapegoat.

In literature scapegoating is described as the "act of blaming and often punishing a person or group for a negative outcome that is due, at least in large part, to other causes" (Rothschild, Landau, Sullivan & Keefer, 2012). Politicians are an easy target because they work in public and are therefore easy to criticize.

Schmitt (2019) created the concept of "scapegoat ecology" or more precisely "scapegoating tactics" in environmental and ecologically-motivated discourse. In her paper she focuses on individual scapegoats, but her ideas can easily be transferred to a scapegoat agency like the DWC is in this particular case. Accordingly, scapegoat ecology refers to a group of people interested in the environment who focus their attention on one agency, which they solely make responsible for harming the environment. Hence, the public goes against a common villain, which can be risky because it focuses on a smaller problem rather than on the big picture and better HEC solution strategies. Scapegoating is very common in the environmental and ecological discourse because it makes individuals deal with their concerns about the environment (Schmitt, 2019). However, it is not fair to put all the pressure on only one agency if it is not entirely responsible for the adverse outcomes.
Of course it is easy for the public to put the burden of failure only on the DWC, as they are the ones officially responsible for solving the HEC in Sri Lanka. However, I think it is important to look behind the curtain and try to understand why the DWC is implementing particular solutions and why they act the way they do in general. This understanding is especially important when trying to generate a complete picture of the problem and to look at the problem from different perspectives. Therefore, I will give some examples in the next sections showing that the DWC in reality should not be made the scapegoat for HEC failure.

Before moving on to the next sections I want to introduce my expanded DPSIR-model, which now includes the underlying reasons for the implementation of the responses explained before. Each of these findings will be explained in detail following the last part of this analysis. Figure 6 shows a complete model of the research conducted for this thesis and includes all my main findings.

**4.2.1 Global Trends: The global discourse on biodiversity conservation**

Underlying reasons for the current response strategies as shown in Figure 4 are global structures and discourses. The following section will focus on a particular global trend seen in biodiversity conservation.
**Suggestions for new conservation areas**

The first national policy on conservation and management of wild elephants in Sri Lanka was created in 2006. The minister of Wildlife and Sustainable Development created a committee to work on a new and upgraded elephant management policy, after the original one has not been implemented yet, apart from a few actions. The numbers of deaths show that HEC is getting worse instead of better, which is why the old policy got revised. After some month of work, by the middle of 2016 the committee created a new draft National Policy on Elephant Conservation and Management, which is based on the following premises (Sriyananda, 2017):

"The occurrence of people and elephants in the same landscape, sharing resources through temporal partition or physical separation at a fine geographic scale. It requires managing elephants through understanding their needs, increasing the tolerance of people, adopting non-confrontational methods of crop protection and providing economic benefits from elephant conservation to communities that co-exist with elephants."

According to this definition they created action plans for each of the areas identified above. Currently the public is allowed to comment on the new draft. This draft includes five policy statements made by the DWC explaining how the HEC should be managed in the future ("National Policy on conservation and management of wild elephants in Sri Lanka", 2019).

The fifth statement aims to promote scientific research as a basis for conservation management and decision making. The DWC wants to set research priorities and try to assist researchers. Thus, they want to take their management decisions according to the outcomes of scientific studies and research.

One positive example shows the first policy statement, which generally aims to assure the food supply (sustenance) of elephants in the wild. According to this goal one strategy would be to establish new elephant conservation areas and managed elephant reserves along ecological boundaries. Here, they acknowledge the importance of scientific knowledge in this case, because attention is paid to elephants biological migratory areas and corridors. Moreover, the realization that these new conservation areas need to be at least 50 square meters is also important because the average Asian wild elephant ranges around 50km a day ("National Policy on conservation and management of wild elephants in Sri Lanka", 2019).

However, some critical changes are missing and suggestions are not aligning with research. Fencing is a highly discussed topic within the country. An approved cabinet paper from July 2018 enables the government to build an additionally 2651km of electric fencing, which will create a total amount of
7000 km of electric fencing within the country (The Island, 2018). According to Wildlife and Nature Protection Society of Sri Lanka (WNPS), the existing fences have been placed in a way local politicians wanted them to be placed, no science included, which is one reason why HEC is not declining. The new proposed protected areas along ecological boundaries are needed to combat HEC. However, the old fences will not be changed accordingly (The Island, 2018). Ravi Corea, the president of the Sri Lanka Wildlife Conservation Society (SLWCS), joins their opinion and states that the current fence systems does not make sense because it is built along the borders of the lands of the DWC and the Forest Department and thus, elephants are found on both sides. Devaka Weerakoon, a zoology professor at the University of Colombo stated that "We are only scientists. We can only do research and come up with recommendations, but the right to implement them lies with government agencies." (DW, 2012). 

After the establishment of these new conservation areas that are supposed to be built around where the elephants naturally are and where they wander, all other areas should be cleared from elephants ("National Policy on conservation and management of wild elephants in Sri Lanka", 2019). Fencing them in is expensive and as research has shown elephants still do escape from currently fenced in national parks and therefore contribute to the HEC (Fernando et al., 2011). It sounds like this works very well on paper and would be an easy solution, but the reality already proved that this issue is highly complex and that it cannot be solved by one easy measure.

In the second policy statement, they additionally argue that "Translocation is the possible answer" when it comes to aggressive and crop-raiding elephants. As proven by scientists translocating elephants is not a sustainable solution, because they often break free from protected areas and become even more aggressive (Fernando et al., 2011). The WNPS argues that elephant drives have been a failure for over 75 years, but the DWC is not convinced by this long-time failure (WNPS, 2018).

In conclusion the new management policy includes some essential ideas. Promoting science and helping people to accept and adapt to elephant prone areas is very important and education is key as in many other things. However, on the one hand they are talking about new conservation areas along with natural migratory patterns of elephant-rich areas and on the other hand they still favor translocating elephants that are not able to adapt to these new conservation areas, even though science proved this strategy to be ineffective. Fenced in areas will probably remain the number one solution to combat HEC in the future, even though different research showed how this is not the ultimate and perfect sustainable solution to mitigate HEC. I argue that it is vital to understand the underlying discourse that makes the DWC choose fences as one primary strategy. The movement behind this is called Back to the Barriers.
**Back to the Barriers movement**

Back in the 20th century one mode of conservation was especially present globally: The national park/protected areas discourse (Sullivan, 2006). The idea originated in the US, which was the first country to create protected and managed nature reserves. Besides them, the Brits also started to establish completely managed nature areas (Hutton, Adams & Murombedzi, 2005). The success story of protected areas being able to protect the environment spread around and a new narrative was created. This narrative is often mentioned to be a ‘fortress conservation’ or ‘fences and fines’ approach. This approach excludes all human activities from national parks so that biodiversity can truly be conserved (Hutton, Adams & Murombedzi, 2005).

However, in the last years of the 20th century the idea got challenged by a new evolving community conservation narrative, which includes people into conservation efforts (Sullivan, 2006). Local people had suffered due to the exclusion from certain areas, but the main reason for the new arising prominence of this approach was the importance of people’s opinions when it comes to politics (Hutton, Adams & Murombedzi, 2005). Agencies thus wanted people to be on their sides. Besides, scientists published research during these years which showed that conservation limited to protected areas is not doing enough. The conservation landscape therefore changed from being against people towards working with and for people (Hutton, Adams & Murombedzi, 2005).

Before the new millennium, the situation did change again due to new scientific publications arguing for the importance of protected areas and national parks published by influential environmental researchers. Again, mostly researchers from the US advocated for going back to the fortress conservation approach (Hutton, Adams & Murombedzi, 2005). This new arising narrative changed the way conservation work was supposed to be done all over again. This global discourse is often referred to as the ‘back to the barriers’ movement. In most areas national parks belong to the state or some other kind of authority. These authorities are the ones who take decisions and manage conservation work (Hutton, Adams & Murombedzi, 2005).

The original idea behind the back to the barriers approach partly can be traced back to the economic growth paradigm that is part of the drivers shown in the DPSIR-model: ‘The environment’ moves from a local issue into the global scale of modernization, governmentality, decision making and desire (Sullivan, 2006). In a world where money accumulation is fundamental nature is seen as an object and used to earn more money. The term neoliberal nature stands for the politics of changing and governing nature under the neoliberal paradigm. The idea behind it is to sell nature in order to save it (Büscher et al., 2012). Earth’s biodiversity is transforming into a business. Nature is often seen as an object
instead of a vast number of different living beings and plants, which makes it easy to commodify. Wildlife conservation is especially important because it is easily commodified. Safari tours and eco-tourism in general generate much money for national parks with lots of animals, e.g. elephants. Seeing these animals is one goal many western people have, as they do not exist in their home countries (Sullivan, 2006). Biodiversity hotspots are often found in low-income countries, but the biodiversity including wildlife is mostly wanted by people from high-income countries like researchers, conservation specialists and tourism (Sullivan, 2006). Even though the government owns the national parks in Sri Lanka, the drive of earning money for the country and further development through tourism is one that should not be underestimated in this case.

It is important to highlight that biodiversity conservation is not an easy task. The current ‘back to the barriers’ discourse is supported by a wide range of conservation scientists as well as prestigious international NGO's, which can be seen as one compelling reason for the DWC to act accordingly (Sullivan, 2006). Moreover, this discourse enables Sri Lanka to increase its development, with the money earned in national parks. New developments might disrupt more elephant habitats and thus might increase HEC in the end. However, the number of protected areas is currently growing worldwide every year. As long as the global conservation community sees protected areas as one of the best solutions and as long as these areas generate much-wanted money the DWC will probably be in favor of fencing in areas to solve HEC and protect the elephant population. Even in case the DWC would want to change its main conservation strategy it might not be able to. Some reasons for this are rooted in political patterns and political pressure. These patterns and pressures will be analyzed in the following sections.

4.2.2 Local history, political patterns and corruption

Local history already played a vital role in pressures section of the DPSIR-model. History is also essential for the establishment of political patterns in the country. After hundreds of years of oppression by colonial rulers, the country became independent in 1948 (Hewa, 1994). A few decades later a long civil war started that only ended ten years ago (Walton, 2008). These historical events had huge impacts on the nation. For a long time, people were not able to develop together as a nation and into a brighter future. These events all have an impact on people as well as the government. The government on the one hand needs time to develop into one that is transparent and 100% democratic ("People's Report", 2012). Currently the work of some government agencies is still very independent from each other,
which partly led to the increase of the HEC. The following example will demonstrate this by returning to the fence system problem (Perera-Mubarak, 2012).

**The DWC and the Forest Department**

The current global biodiversity conservation discourse is not the only way to explain the current fencing situation. Old political structures are just as important. Before establishing the DWC in 1950, its tasks originally were part of the work of the Forest Department. The Forest Department until today is a very influential agency because they manage nearly all forest covered areas in the country (Fernando, 2015). Both agencies together manage circa 40% of natural habitat and 55% of forest areas. Since the separation of tasks wildlife conservation became a harder mission because the DWC only has decision power over its own managed areas, which are mostly natural habitat (Fernando, 2015). According to Fernando (2015), these two agencies operate very independently and much more dialogue and collaboration is needed to improve HEC mitigation. This relationship can at least partly explain why the already existing fences are placed in not the most effective way and thus why elephants can be found on both sides of them. The DWC is only allowed to build fences on the natural habitats that they manage and therefore cannot build fences in forest areas, where elephants as an edge species partially roam as well (Fernando, 2015). Hence, this situation reflects the poor administration within the government. It might change if the new national policy on conservation and management of wild elephants in Sri Lanka gets adapted and fences along ecological boundaries get implemented. However, according to WNPS the policy "has been on a shelf in the relevant ministry" for a long time already (WNPS, 2018).

I think I can argue here that the DWC was not able to do their job correctly from the beginning and therefore they are not solely responsible for the placement of already existing fences. Nevertheless, this is not the only example to show the struggles of the DWC. The following DWC related example shows a particular case of corruption in Sri Lanka.

**Corruption and the case of Dr. Pilapitiya**

Up until today the post-war development and development of infrastructure and businesses are very high on Sri Lanka’s governments' priority list. The result is conflict within the government. Many agencies and powerful people care about economic growth, while others like the DWC want to focus on solving the HEC (Perera-Mubarak, 2012). Thus, much pressure from other government agencies
constantly lies on the DWC which makes it harder for them to do the job they are enacted to do. This example shows that even today corruption is a big problem in the political system in Sri Lanka locally and nationwide (Perera-Mubarak, 2012). It is vital to make sure that people who benefited from the conflict want to be part of peacebuilding the future. Due to corruptive patterns in Sri Lankan politics, the topic moreover became a big issue in academic research lately as well. To build a stable and democratic government corruption must end (Lindberg & Orjuela, 2011). In the next section one example is highlighted, which shows how the DWC is affected by corruption.

In 2016 Dr. Pilapitiya became the Director General of the DWC. According to many voices from local Newspapers and NGO's such as the SLWCS he was best suited for this job, primarily because of his academic background (Kadirgamar, 2016). Before he took the job he was working as the Lead Environmental Specialist for the World Bank for 23 years (Hettiarachchi, 2016). In an interview with the Sunday Times he said that he "will ensure the protection and conservation of wildlife resources, so that Sri Lanka's natural heritage will be a lasting legacy for future generations" and that he "would rather resign than be instrumental in causing a negative impact on wildlife conservation." (Hettiarachchi, 2016).

As a result he resigned soon after he started working for the DWC. He knew that it would not be easy because the DWC has to deal with high political pressure and accusations of not doing their job right. He resigned a few months after he started the job because he was unable to fulfill his duty due to political pressure (British Asia News, 2018). According to a DWC official who wanted to remain unknown, the Daily Mirror reported that Dr. Pilapitiya was branded as stubborn, as he was not willing to be part of any illegal actions taken by politicians or higher authorities (Fonseka, 2016b). The public did hope for more. In Kardigarmars (2016) article she states that if people with this amount of knowledge get enacted, they should have the ability to do their job right, which he was not able to do. A change is necessary. It is essential to act according to the laws and let people do their jobs.

This attitude shows that the DWC's employees in general want to do the jobs they got appointed. Another sign for this is the fact that the employees officially protested outside of the Departments office against the resignation of Dr. Sumith Pilapitiya and asking to stop the substantial political interference within the department (Fonseka, 2016b). As Director General he wanted to address the HEC from a scientific way, which did not work because many technical decisions are made by politicians in Sri Lanka which he thinks is wrong (Fonseka, 2016a).

After his resignation he openly asked stakeholders in an article published by the Sunday Times to have the DWC's back, when it comes to implementing the new elephant management policy, instead of
pointing their fingers at them and telling them how to do their jobs (Sunday Times, 2017). This policy would change many things for politicians and people from different fields, which is why they face immense political pressure. He also pointed out that even though the DWC is supposed to take care of the elephants, they are expected to look after human interests mainly. However, human interests are supposed to be covered by one of the many other government agencies. It is therefore problematic that the conflict is looked at from mainly one side only, which leaves the critical part of the actual elephant conservation behind (Sunday Times, 2017). According to Pilapitiya the DWC employees are able and willing to do great things for the environment, but due to politicization the DWC, as well as many other government agencies, are not able to perform their duties (Fonseka, 2016a).

Thus, the narrative that the HEC is getting worse because of the failure of the DWC is not 100 percent true. They are not the villain like the current prominent discourse in Sri Lanka suggest, rather they are made the scapegoat of this utter misery. Of course they are the agency who officially is responsible for HEC mitigation, but behind the scenes they have to fight political pressure, corruption resulting from the country’s history and global discourses and trends, as well as many other drawbacks that hinder them from doing their job. It is important to understand and be open to these different perspectives to know where to start looking for solutions. Accordingly, the political system needs to be looked at when it comes to successfully combating HEC in Sri Lanka. I argue that the tense political situation needs to be tackled and improved first to enable the establishment of sustainable HEC mitigation solutions in the first place.
5 Discussion & Conclusion

The last part will give an overview of the limitations of this paper, the important conclusions that can be made and some suggestions for further research.

5.1 Limitations

The main limitation is the language barrier. I was only able to take literature, government documents and newspaper articles written in English into consideration. Moreover, I tried to organize some interviews with people from the DWC and an NGO, but I did not get any answers to my requests. Maybe these interviews could have strengthened the outcome of this thesis. One reason why I did not get answers might be because I am a foreigner working on a sensitive Sri Lankan topic.

Furthermore, the different schools of thought I based my theory on might not be favored by everyone. Different researchers may have different opinions about it. While some might think it is an innovative combination, others might argue that this approach is does not work.

5.2 Conclusion

In this thesis, I tried to show a different way to approach the human-elephant conflict management in Sri Lanka. Not everything in this world is like an open book. Sometimes we have to dig deeper to understand what is going on from different perspectives. Nothing is only black and white. Everything is colorful with different shades. This visualization is something this paper brings to the surface.

The HEC in Sri Lanka goes a long way back and many motivated scientists and researchers are currently working on finding possible solutions. To solve it, it is essential perceive the system as a whole and to pay attention to different aspects that might play a role in finding and implementing good mitigation practices. I focused on one aspect of the system that otherwise is often overlooked: decision making in the political setting surrounding HEC.

Of course, it is vital to work on finding better HEC mitigation or prevention strategies that could work well for elephants and humans, but as long as they are not being implemented, they are just theoretical. Worldwide many different solution approaches are existing and studies well, but in Sri Lanka it seems like the large scale HEC work, managed by the Department of Wildlife Conservation, is stagnating.
All the decision power belongs to the DWC. That is why so many people see them as a villain who is unwilling to do proper work. However, this thesis shows that this might not be the case exactly. In this whole scenario the DWC is more of a scapegoat. The DPSIR-model shows the underlying reasons of how the HEC started to evolve into the problem it is today. This new understanding is the basis for the second part. In this second part Foucault’s discourse ideas helped me discover three different reasons why the DWC acts the way it does:

1) The DWC’s work is influenced by global structures and discourses, which make them act accordingly.

2) The DWC’s work is influenced by the diverse history of the country, which is still present today.

3) The DWC’s work is influenced by the political structures and power distribution in general and by the corruptive patterns of the political system of the country.

Without addressing these problems first, HEC mitigation strategies will probably never live up to their full potential. Some strategies might have the ability to combat HEC, but if they are not implemented, they are not useful. A change is necessary. Instead of making the DWC the scapegoat, solutions need to be found that enable the DWC to do their work. Focusing on changing this political situation can lead to much better and more sustainable HEC mitigation in the long term. A stable democratic and transparent government with more democracy and less corruption is needed. Moreover, the different political agencies should work together more closely and improve their collaboration and communication.

Thus, I argue that the perspectives this paper generates are highly crucial for all people involved in HEC mitigation in the country and elsewhere because a general lesson can be learned here. In every HEC country the surrounding circumstances differ. However, this thesis shows the importance of looking for reasons in areas that might not directly seem HEC related in the first place. If HEC mitigation fails it is reasonable to look for a villain, but usually there is not only one agency responsible for the failure but somewhat rather different underlying reasons. I argue it is important to be open and think outside the box. If the insights of this thesis change the way the public and practitioners view the conflict in Sri Lanka, with this additional support it might get more manageable for the DWC to be heard and therefore to enact more effective policies in the future.

This paper moreover shows the importance of sustainability science in human-wildlife conflicts and related conservation work. Often researchers focus on their field solely, but for the best possible outcome interdisciplinary work often is needed. As a sustainability scientist I can create bridges
between different fields and opinions and show the importance of communication and dialogue as shown in this thesis.

5.3 Further research

This paper opens up the field of human-wildlife conflicts for sustainability science. In the case of HEC mitigation in Sri Lanka further research is needed for each of the three main conclusions from the previous section. New research should especially focus on helping the DWC do the job they are hired to do and to enable better HEC mitigation in the future. Maybe this paper can be an incentive for researchers from different backgrounds like social science and ecology to work together more closely and create new research together. As long as the HEC mitigation in Sri Lanka does not become more successful further research is needed. Even though right now the HEC is getting worse, after all the research I have done for this thesis and after seeing the engagement of many people and agencies, I am positive that the human-elephant conflict in Sri Lanka will get better soon.

On another note, the combination of the DPSIR approach with Foucault's ideas about discourse is new and might be beneficial for other sustainability science research. Therefore, further investigation about how to more effectively combine these approaches is needed. This thesis was the first try to combine these two, but more work is necessary to validate this theoretical approach.
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